Is Elon Musk The Anti-Christ?
By Reverend Simon Eves
The Anti-Christ is said to be a male who sets out to acquire great fame and wealth through
manipulations of the media and the economic systems. Elon Musk fulfills this prophecy.
The Anti-Christ has a vast network of sycophants who worship him. The Elon Musk fan-boy sheep
fully meet this prophetic requirement.
The Anti-Christ is supposed to be a white male with overt charm and a symmetrical classic facial
structure..again: Musk.
Cultural worship ceremonies are used to invoke the false god. Burning Man and TED TALKS are
hedonistic church-like Sodom and Gomorrah events which seek to build a pseudo religious impression
of Musk.
A vast network of evil, rich and powerful men are said to act as Protectors of the Beast. The Silicon
Valley venture capitalists are as rich, powerful and as evil as you can get and they cover Musk’s trail
along with the indisputably evil and global Goldman Sachs.
The sycophants of the Anti-Christ are said to spread the word of his coming “near and far” via “great
fanfare” and “false promises”. Musk’s media partner and investor: Google, serves this purpose fully.
Musk is constantly sued for fraud and abuse. If you read all of the many lawsuits against you will read
awful tales of a man with a twisted and warped ideology who uses power and money for dark and
sinister purposes. This is Anti-Christian as much as anything.
Great wars will be started in the name of the Anti-Christ. Musk has risen at the time when Iran, North
Korea, China, ISIS and most of the Middle East are moving into hellish battle mode. Musk’s disruption
of the Oil Economy has had a large amount to do with these chess piece moves into position for a
nuclear holocaust.
Musk gets the private meetings with Presidents and world leaders. His staff are from the CIA, IN-QTel, Google’s political lobbying group and other spooky manipulators of world power.
In Christianity, the Antichrist (Greek: Ἀντίχριστος, translit. antichristos; Hebrew:  )אנטיכריסטor False
Messiah (Greek: Ψευδής Μεσσίας, translit. pseudés Messias; Hebrew:  )משיח שקרis generally regarded
as a figure of evil that will falsely claim to be the Christ (Messiah). The term Antichrist is found in
the New Testament five times in 1 John and 2 John, once in plural form[1] and four times in the
singular.[1] Jesus, whom Christians believe to be the Jewish Messiah (the Christ), will appear in
his Second Coming to Earth to face the Antichrist, who will be regarded as the greatest false messiah in
Christianity. Just as Christ is the savior and the ideal model for humanity, his opponent will be a single
figure of concentrated evil, according to Bernard McGinn.
In Islamic eschatology, Masih ad-Dajjal ( )المسيح الدجالis an anti-messiah figure (similar to the
Christian concept of Antichrist), who will appear to deceive humanity before the second coming of
"Isa",[2] as Jesus is known by Arabic-speaking Muslims.

In some schools of non-legalistic medieval Jewish eschatology, a comparable (parodic) anti-Messiah
figure, son of a virgin, is called Armilus, "a king who will arise at the end of time against the Messiah,
and will be conquered by him after having brought much distress upon Israel."[3] The concept of
an antichrist is absent in traditional Judaism; however, in the medieval diaspora, his inevitable
destruction is narrated as the symbol of ultimate victory of good over evil in the Messianic age.
Musk is anti-union. Musk is covertly Anti-Israel. The Middle East war Musk has set-up with the oil
trading groups is likely to bring about the nuclear destruction of Israel.
Almost everything Musk says turns out to be later found to be a lie. Musk is certainly “The Great
Deceiver”.
Musk’s black Tesla’s which run off of fire and flame causing self-exploding lithium ion is what helped
cause, and extend the Afghanistan War in order to mine lithium. Musk’s rockets explode in flaming
fireballs from hell when they are trying to launch their spy satellites designed to ensnare the world’s
communications and information.
Musk must be stopped.

